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There exists a nonseparable noncommutative Banach algebra A such that A* 
is nonclosed and of finite codimension in A. There exists a similar A with 
A* = A such that the natural mapping of the algebraic tensor product A 6 A 
into A is not open, and there is no bound on the number of summands needed 
to express an element as an element of A*. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the Bore1 Open Mapping Theorem [3, Appendix, Theorem Al, 
Corollary l] has been used by Christensen and Loy to obtain dramatic results on 
separable Banach algebras. The following are particular cases of their theorems. 
THEOREM 1 (Christensen [l]). If 4 1s a separable Banach algebra such that 
L42 is of$nite codimension in A, then A? is closed in A. 
Here and throughout this paper, A2 denotes the linear span of products of 
elements of A. Banach algebras may be either real or complex. 
THEOREM 2 (Christensen [l], Loy [2]). If A is a separable Banach algebra 
such that A2 is closed in A, then 
(i) there is a number N such that every x E A2 may be expressed in the form 
x = a,b, + ... + aNbN (ai, bi E A, 1 < i < N); 
(ii) the mapping M: A @ A + A of the algebraic tensor product A @ A into 
A induced by the multiplication on -4 is open, when A @ A is given the projective 
tensor product norm (greatest cross-norm). 
In the present paper, we shall give examples to show that all these results fail 
for nonseparable Banach algebras. However, our examples will be neither 
commutative nor semisimple, so there is still much to investigate on this subject. 
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THE EXAMPLES 
Our two counterexamples, one for Theorem 1, the other for both parts of 
Theorem 2, are special cases of a single construction. Given any infinite- 
dimensional Banach space X and any subspace X, of X, we shall construct a 
Banach algebra A containing a copy of X, such that A2 n X = X, and 
.P + X = -4. Taking XI to be nonclosed and of finite codimension in X, we 
obtain a counterexample for Theorem 1. We shall then show that the same 
construction yields a counterexample for Theorem 2 on taking XI = X. 
The construction is based on that of an earlier example by Loy and the present 
author, described in Section 3 of [2]. 
For definiteness, let us take all our algebras and spaces to be over the complex 
field C; though the construction works equally well over the reals. As we shall 
be using transfinite induction, we remind readers that w1 denotes the first 
uncountable ordinal, and that an ordinal is a limit ordinal if it is nonzero and has 
no immediate predecessor. 
Important Notation. We shall use the direct sum notation @ in a special way: 
to denote the P-direct sum of Banach spaces. Thus 
We shall use the symbol 0 for purely algebraic direct sums of vector spaces. 
We shall construct Banach algebras A, (0 < 01 < wr), E; Banach spaces 
B, , C, , D, (0 < 01 < wl), B,‘, C,‘, D,’ (0 < 01 < w1 , 01 nonlimit); normed 
spaces 0,’ (0 < OL < wr ,01 limit), F, , G, (0 < OL < w1 , ol nonlimit) and sets E6, 
(0 < 01 < w1 , OL nonlimit) such that 
where E = @e, the one-dimensional subspace generated by the element e, and 
11 e11 = I. The multiplication on -4, is given by 
e2 = e, be = b (b E B,), ec = c (c E C,), 
-4,B, = 0, C&4, = 0, 
A,X = XA, = 0, -4,D, = D,A, = 0, 
B,C, C X @ D, . 
We shall describe the multiplication of B, by C, in more detail during the 
construction of A, . We shall also have 
B, C B, , c, c cm 9 D, C D, (B < 4 (2) 
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\Ve begin the construction by letting Y. be a Hamel basis of -yr with ‘1 y ji :~ I 
(~9 E Y,,). For eachg E ITO we define elements b, , c, with 11 b, !j ::- c,, j = I, and, 
for each pair (F, ZZ) E I;, x YO with 3’ f a, we define an element b?,c: , with 
I/ bye, 11 = 1, which will be the product of b, and c; , in that order. \\+e then form 
the spaces 
B, = B,,’ = @{@b,: y E I’,,}, 
co = CO = @{Cc;: z E Y& 
D, = D,’ = @ {Cb,c,: y, z E Y-,, , y + z}, (3) 
(i.e., one might write B,’ = Z1(Yo), etc.). Cl’e define 
h,c, = J (1’ E YJ. 
This completes the definition of the algebra A,. It is easy to check that A, is an 
associative normed algebra. 
Suppose A,, BB , C’s, etc. (fl < a) to have been constructed. \Ve describe the 
construction of A,+r . We have, as an induction hypothesis, that 
NOW E @ B, @ C, C AZ2 (by (I)), us.+ D, C 9,’ + X (by (4)), and 
-4,” + x c A, . 
Therefore we may write 
(5) 
where 
At the previous stage, we have constructed a subspace D,’ of D, such that 
OJ ) 
D, e D,’ = D, . (6) 
B<u 
We may, therefore, write 
F a+1 :L ‘- G,,, = D, (7) 
where Gb+r is a subspace of D,‘. Let Ib+r be a Hamel basis of G,,, with jj y j] = 1 
(1’ E I’&+r). As before, we produce elements b, , cy (y E Y,,,) and brcL (y E Yn , 
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z E Y,. , y # z, max@, y} = a+ 1) with jl &,[I = I/ cyII = II bye, jl = 1. The 
element bye, will be the product of b, and c, , in that order, whilst 
We define spaces 
btl =Y (Y E Ya+l). 
DLl = @ {@b&y E 1; , z E Yy , y f 2, max{fi, r} = LY + l}, 
B a+1 = B, 0 &,I 7 
c a+1 = G 0 CL,, , 
D ai-1 = D, @ D:,, . (8) 
This completes the definition of the algebra .4,+1 . Again, it is straightforward 
to check that A,,, is an associative normed algebra. Note that (4) holds for 
B= 01 since 
and 
Ga+, C A:+, . 
At a limit ordinal, the obvious construction is used. Thus, assuming A, to have 
been defined for all /3 less than the limit ordinal (Y, we define 
where w denotes completion, and the unions are nested (by (2)). It follows that 
4 = (tin 4) -9 (10) 
. 
and this is clearly an associative normed algebra. We must also construct D,’ 
which we do by taking it to be any subspace satisfying (6). 
Having constructed the algebras -4, (0 < OL < wr), we let -4 = &I , B = Bul , 
etc.. We observe that A = lJ {A,: OL < wr). There is no need for completion of 
the union (cf. (lo)), since it is already complete: Every Cauchy sequence in the 
union must be contained in some -4, (ti < wr) and so converge there. Conse- 
quently, every a E A is in some A, (a < wr), so a E A:,, + X. Thus 
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=1 = 9’ + S. The rest of the proof consists mainly of showing that 
R” n s = A-, . 
A typical element of .-I’ is 
where xij E X, bi, E B, cil E C, dij E D; yi , l$ , Ai, , piz E C (1 < i < n; j = 1, 2; 
y, z E Y) and Y = ub Y, . We multiply out this expression, and it is convenient 
now to write y, 8, A, , pr for the vectors (r<), (S,), (hiY), (& E @I~. We also 
introduce the bilinear form on @” 
(A, p;> = f Ai/Li (A = (A<), p = (pi) E C”). 
i=l 
This is preferred to the usual sesquilinear form to avoid complex conjugates. 
With this notation we have 
The terms on the right-hand side of (12) are in, successively, E, B, C, D and 
D @ X. Suppose u E X. Then the first three terms must vanish. We study the 
fourth and fifth terms in more detail. 
By (3), (6), and (S), D, = @ {DB’: 0 < #I < (v, /3 nonlimit} (0 ,< 01 < wr). 
Therefore D is the direct sum of D,-, and D,* = @ {Ds’: a < /I < w1 , /I 
nonlimit} (0 < cy < wr , OL nonlimit). The sum of the fourth and fifth terms 
must have zero component in both of these subspaces. The fact that the com- 
ponent in D,-, vanishes gives us, for 0 < (Y < wr , c1 nonlimit, 
C {(A, , pz) b,c,: y E EL, z E Y, , max{/3, r} < a} 
= -x i<h > rLJ> Y: Y E 1-J - s (13) 
where Q is the component in D,-, of x{(A, , t+,) y: y E Ya , /I > a}. Notice that 
the left-hand side of (13) is 
t$l (C {h,,b,: y E I; , /3 < a@ {pig,: o E Y., , y < a}) E A:-, . 
The fact that the D,*-component of the fourth and fifth terms vanishes gives 
us, for 0 < 01 < wr, (Y nonlimit, 
2 w, ? r2 bvc,:3fE Y,,zE Y,,,y #z,max@,y} >a} = -P (14) 
where P is the D,*-component of x((h, , pLy) y: y E Ya , j3 > a>. Now 
lIPi, ~:~.(l(h,,~~:\l:yEYs,p>O1) (15) 
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and the left-hand side of (14) has norm 
where (17) follows from (14), (15), and (16). 
Let 2 = {A E P: (A, pI) = 0 (z E Y)}. The following two lemmas rely on the 
purely geometric Lemmas 4 and 5 which are to be found at the end of the paper. 
a l;;~m;t;r (4 Th e or ina u - sup{cu: A, $ Zfor somey E YE} is either zero or d 1 - . . . 
(ii) If u = 0, then there are at most n values of y E Y0 with (A,, py) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose cr is nonlimit. Write u = 01. Then A, E Z for all w E Y, , 
jI > 01, but there existy E k, , z E Y with (A, , /.L~) # 0. However, if (A,, pz) # 0 
with y E Y, , z E Y, and y # z, then (17) implies (A, , CL,) # 0 for some er E Y, , 
/3 > (Y, contradicting A, E Z. Therefore (A,, pe) = 0 for all y, z E Y, , y # z, 
but there exists at least one y E Y, with (A, , p+,) # 0. By Lemma 4, there are at 
most A such values of y E Y, . Th’ IS p roves (ii). Now suppose cr == 01 is nonlimit 
and nonzero. Consider Eq. (13). The left-hand side lies in Ai-, . On the right- 
hand side we have Q = 0, so the right-hand side is -x{(h,, , pU) y: y E YE} = R, 
say. Since there are only finitely many nonzero summands, R E G, . Moreover, 
since there is at least one y E Y, with (A,, & # 0, and since Y, is a linearly 
independent set, R # 0. However, R E A:-, n G, = (0) by (5) and (7). This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The ordinal D = sup{~r: Ay # Z for some y E Y,} is zero. 
Proof. Suppose not. By Lemma l(i), CJ is a limit ordinal. Then, for all 
(nonlimit) (Y < (J, (18) becomes 
~w,,P*)I:Yc3> oldB<o,sEY,z#y} 
G c {I<% , &/)I : .I’ E ys , 01 < B < 4, (19) 
since A, E Z (y E Ye0 , B > a). Further, from the definition of 0, there must 
exist j3 with 01 < /3 < 0 and y E E:, with A, $ Z. So either some (A, , pz) # 0 on 
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the left-hand side of (19) or some ,::A y , pyj # 0 on the right-hand side. Either way-, 
the right-hand side of (19) is nonzero. Therefore, for all a < o, there exists ,I3 
with 01 < p < a and y E YB such that 
We now construct, inductively, a strictly increasing sequence of nonlimit 
ordinals & , /I1 , Igp ,... and a sequence yt , ye , ys ,... withyi E Yai (i = 1, 2, 3 ,... ). 
We let /3,, = 1 and, having constructed & ,..., Ign , we find #Ill+r = fi and 
Y%+~ = y E Ys such that ,& < j3 < o and (20) holds. Since the Pi are distinct, 
so are the yi . Writing hi , pi for A,, , psi , we have infinite sequences Xi, pi 
(z’ = 1, 2, 3 ,...) in C” such that, for all i, 
c I(&, pj:l < !<A; ) #ui)l =s 0. 
i#i 
Lemma 5 contradicts this, and so the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
Combining Lemma l(i), Lemma 2, and the expression (12) we have the 
following result. 
LEMMA 3. Let u be us in (11). Ifn E X, then 
with at most n nonzero summands. 
Since Y, C X, , it follows that u E X, . Thus A2 n X = XI . Taking X, to be 
nonclosed and of finite codimension in X yields a counterexample to Theorem 1 
for ‘nonseparable algebras. 
To obtain a nonseparable counterexample for Theorem 2, we use the same 
construction, with X, = X. Thus A2 = A. By Lemma 3, if u E X is a linear 
combination of no fewer than n elements of Y,, (remember that Ys is a Hamel 
basis of X); then u may be expressed as the sum of m products of elements of A 
only if m > n. Since X is infinite-dimensional, the conclusion of Theorem 2(i) 
fails. 
Let M: A @ A - A be the natural map of the algebraic tensor product 
A @ A into A induced by multiplication. Thus if 
n 
a = x a,, f,jjj a,, (aij E-4, 1 < i < n,j = 1,2), 
i=l 
then 
M(a) = i ailup . 
i=l 
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We consider A @ A with the projective tensor product norm (otherwise known as 
the greatest cross-norm) 
II fz Ily = inf f It 4, II. II ai2 11: 
! 
n a = C ail @ ai 
I 
(a E A g! A). 
i=l i=l 
Since Y,, is a Hamel basis of the infinite-dimensional Banach space X, it is 
easy to see that there is some w E Y, such that the natural projection of X onto 
the linear span of w is discontinuous. That is? for all K > 0, there exists u E X 
with I] u /I = 1 such that, in the unique expression of u as a linear combination of 
elements of Y, 
we have I all > K. Now we have seen that if u = M(a), where 
n 
fz = c ai1 0 % , 
i=l 
and 
ai1 = xi1 + yie + C h$y + ~1 + di, 
llEY 
in the obvious notation, then 
u = 1 w, 9 P,> Y: Y E yld 
and this is essentially a finite sum. Since the expression of u as a finite linear 
combination of elements of Y, is unique, we have 
K -=c I n&)l = I& 3 ~cLw)l 
< f I Rio I I Piw I 
i=l 
G f II ai, II. II % II. 
i=l 
This holds for all adI , ai (1 < i < n) with a = & ai, @ ai2 , and SO K < 1) a Ily. 
We have 11 Y 1) = 1, but )I a &, > K for all a with M(a) = u. Therefore, M is not 
open, so the conclusion of Theorem 2(ii) also fails for this algebra. 
A COROLLARY 
A modification of the first example allows us to produce, for every m > 2, 
a Banach algebra 52 such that 522, P,..., Q* are closed, but LP+l = LP+2 = ... 
580/26/z-7 
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is nonclosed and of finite codimension in Q. Let A be as above, with Xi nonclosed 
and of finite codimension in X, say X = X, 0 Xa . Let (u,i ,..., u,,,} be a basis 
of X, with j/ u,,,~ (/ = 1 (1 <j < n). We construct elements uij with // U<j (I = 1 for 
1 <i<m- 1,l <j<nandlet U=@{@uij: 1 <i<m- 1,l <j<r~}. 
Then we define Q = A @ U with multiplication as 
uii”ki = u(i+k).j (i + k < m), 
=o (i + k > m); 
UijUp[ = 0 (j f 0; 
A+ = uijA = 0. 
Now,forallK>2,A=A2+X=A(A2+X)+X=A3+X=~~~== 
Ak + X. Also X, 5 A”, using (1). Hence we have A2 + X = AX’ + X = A, 
A2 n X = AL n X and AL C A2. It follows that A” = A’. For 1 < k < m, 
SZh’=A’:+Uh=r-lOO(@ui,:K,(idm-1,1Gjdn),whichisclosedin 
Q. For k > m + 1, V = 0 and so CP’ = A2 = 82 which is nonclosed and of 
finite codimension in 9. 
THE GEOMETRIC LEMMAS 
LEMMA 4. Let( , > be a bilinear form cm 63. Let Xi , pi E @* (i = 1,2, 3 ,...) 
be such that (Xi , pj> = 0 (i # j). Then there are at most n values of i such that 
(Xi I pii f 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that (X, , pi) # 0 
(i = 1, 2,..., 12 + 1) and work to obtain a contradiction. The n + 1 vectors 
I-%, CL2 ,..., pn+r in Cn must be linearly dependent. So 
n+1 
zl %I4 = 0 
for some (or, a2 ,..., 0!,+r E C, with at least one, say ak , nonzero. Then 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 5. Let < , ) be a bilinearform otz C”. Suppose Ai, pi E C” (i = 1,2,3 ,...) 
are such that, for all i, 
Then there are at most n2 + 2n values of i such that <Ai , ,u~> # 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that (& , pi) # 0 
(i = I, 2,..., (n + 1)2) and work to obtain a contradiction. As before, the vectors 
t~i , p2 ,..., ~~+r in @” are linearly dependent and so 
n-t1 
E %cli = 0 
for some a1 , 0~~ ,..., an+i E C with olli # 0. We choose k so that 1 ali [ > 1 ai 1 
(1 < i < n + 1). Then 
1 {I(&, PA: 1 d i < (n + 1J2, i f &- 
G I<& 3 PJr by hypothesis, 
= 
I( 
X,,~{(Bipi: 1 <i <n + 1,i f/z) 
>I 
<~{l<~k,~i)l:l <i<n+l,jfW. 
Therefore (h, , pi) = 0 (i $ (1, 2 ,..., n + 1)). Likewise, for each j = 0, l,..., 7t, 
there exists Ki E {j(n + 1) + I,..., (j + l)(n + I)) such that 
CA,, t Pi> = O (i 6 ti(n + 1) + L.., (i + lb + 1))). 
In particular, 
Ai , Pa,) = 0 (O<i,j<n,i#j). 
But 
&c, 9 Pr,) f 0 (0 < i < n). 
This is impossible, by Lemma 4, and so the proof is complete. 
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